Communicate Easily on the Smart Grid – via VHPready
The open industrial standard makes it easier to
connect power generators and consumers in virtual
power plants. WAGO controllers already meet the
requirements of the new specification.
Virtual power plants are one solution to manage
fluctuating electricity generation from solar plants and wind
turbines: decentralized generators such as combined heat
and power plants and controllable power consumers such
as heat pumps are combined in a flexible, controllable
network. Its intelligent interaction then ensures that the
load on the electrical network is lightened.
Many systems, one language: With VHPready, electrical generators,
storage devices and consumers can easily communicate with each other.
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connection of systems in the virtual power plant. The
current version of the specification is VHPready 4.0. It
combines control and communication within the virtual
power plant and as a virtual interpreter, ensures that
control centers and systems understand each other.

controllers are programmable and flexible and that
communication is achieved based on IEC 60870-5-104
or IEC 61850. The compact and modular telecontrollers
from WAGO also offer an enormous variety of
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Data security plays a central role. With VHPready
version 4.0 or higher, the IEC 60870-5-104 telecontrol
protocol or another TCP/IP based, object oriented
approach per IEC 61850-7-420 is the communication
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basis for WAGO telecontrollers. To ensure the security
of data transmission, the controllers establish a virtual

Power suppliers such as Vattenfall and the Trianel public

private network (VPN) based on OpenVPN with
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VHPready in their virtual power plants because it is crucial
for companies that
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are used for time synchronization. The WAGO controller
can establish a VPN tunnel via OpenVPN or IPsec directly
in order to transmit encrypted data to the control center
and receive the same from there as well. Thus, WAGO not
only meets IT security requirements for network operators,
but also enables strengthening of the system according to
the requirements of the BDEW white paper.

